Model 1100B CHG Terminator
Operating Instructions
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1.0 Safety Information
1.1

Intended Use: The 3M™ 1100B CHG Terminator is a semi-automatic machine designed and tested for
terminating round jacketed cable onto CHG connectors. The 1100B terminates a pair of discrete wires
per cycle and assembles to all three CHG connector body styles: MIL/DIN, one row stackable without
tabs, and two row stackable without tabs.

Caution: During a termination cycle, the carriage will be positioned for the next termination. Also, when
the last termination is completed, the carriage will be returned to the home position. Both of these
operations are driven by powerful electric motors. Keep hands (both operator's and nearby
personnel) away from these moving parts to avoid injury.

2.0 General Introduction
2.1

FUSE, POWER CORD AND THE ELECTRONIC PROGRAM UNIT CONNECTION are on the
backside of the machine.

2.2

KEY LOCKS secure the two machine covers.

2.3

The ON BUTTON is located on the left front of the machine.

2.4

The ASSEMBLY COUNTER (center left front of the machine) can be reset.

2.5

Two SPACE BUTTONS (left front and right front) allow discrete wire location.

2.6

The RESET BUTTON (right front of the machine) returns the carriage to the "home" position.

2.7

The CARRIAGE HANDLE is pulled forward to set the assembly function in place.

2.8

The CENTER ADAPTER holds and positions the cable for center entry application.

2.9

The CABLE CLAMP holds the cable in place during assembly.

2.10 The CONNECTOR NEST positions the connector for assembly.
2.11 The RAM ASSEMBLY (left and right) performs the wire insertion and wire cut off function.
2.12 The MAINTENANCE COUNTER, not shown, is inside the left cover at the front of the machine.
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3.0 General Assembly Operation
3.1

This machine assembles several similar connectors onto round jacketed cable. The MIL/DIN connector
and the 1 and 2 row stackable connectors have similarities, so the following instructions will apply to all.

3.2

To prepare cable, remove approximately 6" of jacket, metal braiding paper, or aluminum foil wrapped
around the twisted pair connector.

3.3

Turn the machine on by pushing the ON button.

3.4

Use your left hand to pull the carriage handle and bring the carriage forward to the locked position
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3.5

Open the clamp handle in the assembly nest.

3.6

Place a connector in the assembly nest.
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3.7

Lay the cable in the cable clamp and close the cable clamp. The cable can be adjusted in the clamp at any
time. The position of the cable in the cable clamp will determine the distance of the end jacket to the
connector body on the cable.

3.8

Divide the wires into two groups and place them in the wire holders. Check that no wires are kinked or twisted.
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3.9

Choose a specific pair of wires. Grasp the wires in each hand and pull them down between the ram and
the cutoff blades. Pull straight down on the wires. This activates the machine to automatically cut the
wire to the proper length and put the wires in the connector.

Caution:

Keep hands and fingers clear of carriage and wire insertion area.

RAM

RAM

Cutoff Blade

Cutoff Blade

3.10 Repeat wire termination for the other wires. After the last termination, the carriage will return
automatically to the home position.
Note:

During assembly, to skip a wire location, press both SPACE buttons instead of terminating two wires.
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3.11 Single Row Stackable Connector:
a) Use the CHGS Connector Nest.
b) Place two single row connectors back to back.
Note:

One of the two connectors will be used as a backup connector. This connector can be used multiple
times.
c) Termination of one wire in a single row connector. Place wire in the right hand RAM/CUTOFF blade
slot and push the opposite side SPACE button.

Caution:

Keep hands and fingers clear of carriage and wire insertion area.

3.12 When all wires have been inserted into the connector, open the jaws of the cable clamp and the clamp
handle in the assembly nest to remove the finished connector .
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3.13 At any time during the assembly cycle, pressing the RESET button will return the carriage to the home
position.
Caution:

Keep hands and fingers clear of carriage and wire insertion area.
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For technical assistance contact 3M Interconnect Solutions Division at: 1-800-225-5373 (phone)
or contact your 3M Sales Representative.
1-800-325-5329 (fax)

Important Notice
Before using this product, you must evaluate it and determine if it is suitable for your intended
application. You assume all risks and liability associated with such use.
Warranty; Limited Remedy; Limited Liability.
This product will be free from defects in material and manufacture as of the date of purchase. 3M
MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If this
product is defective within the warranty period stated above, your exclusive remedy shall be, at 3M’s
option, to replace or repair the 3M product or refund the purchase price of the 3M product. Except
where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from this 3M product,
whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential regardless of the legal theory asserted.

Interconnect Solutions Division
6801 River Place Blvd.
Austin, TX 78726-9000
http://www.mmm.com/interconnect

Recycled paper
50% pre-consumer
10% post-consumer
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